Customer Story
WA Department of Finance, Building Management & Works (BMW)

BMW gains efficiency, accuracy and effective decision making with
contract and project management transformation
The Challenge
WA Department of Finance Building Management and Works (BMW)
was using 3 disparate systems to manage their contracts and projects,
this structure resulted in a lack a visibility, restrained functionality, time
consuming manual tasks, limited integratiom and a lack of accountability.
They needed a scalable solution that could grow with the organisation.

The Solution
Open Windows CONTRACTS, PROJECTS modules and CONTRACTS Portal
solution to address the following business requirements;
•
•

•
•

Centralise and streamline process and administration in a
compliant manner
Automation of activities involved in payments to contractors
including variations, adjustments, claims and payment
certification
Visbility into capital works projects including estimating,
budgeting and billing
One solution to provide comprehensive reporting to drive
informed decision making across the organisation

The Results
Following a review of the project BMW experienced significant improvements in the
following areas;
•

Greater compliance - mandatory workflows enabled greater compliance and
governance of business processes and created a line of accountability

•

Increased efficiency - Automating numerous supplier activities including payments,
claims and variations and empowering suppliers to manage their own information in
an external web based portal dramatically reduced adminstration

•

Stronger relationships with suppliers - portal access enabled better
communication, management and access for suppliers

•

Greater visbility - Integration with financials system eliminated double data entry
and provided greater visibility into whole of project data
Enhanced decision making - report from centralised project records with real time
data with reduced errors provides for better managerial decisions

•

“The automationof the project
datasheet, improved cashflow functionality, automated
client billing and automated
payment claims processing
has largely replaced work
undertaken by 5 full-time staff
across two teams”
Paul Moss, Acting Director
Systems and Reporting, BMW
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Customer Story
WA Department of Finance, Building Management & Works
Open Windows Transforms Contract and Project Management at WA Department of
Finance, Building Management and Works
Open Windows has transformed the Western Australian Department of Finance, Building Management
& Works (BMW) disparate contract and project management processes into one centralised system. The
successful collaboration through planning, implementation and integration led to a significant reduction in
redundant administration, increased efficiency, compliance and governance, and enhanced relationships
with clients and suppliers.
BMW manages non-residential Government properties including construction of new government buildings,
maintenance of existing buildings and leased office accommodation. Projects include hospitals, schools,
police complexes, prisons and sporting facilities. BMW is responsible for the coordination and management
of approximately 1,300 projects and their associated 3,800 contracts at any one time, with an average annual
growth of 300 new capital works projects and 900 new contracts. Between 2012 and 2013 the estimated
value of the projects and contracts managed by BMW was in excess of $2.6 billion.

Identitfying the Challenges
Prior to engaging Open Windows, contracts and projects at BMW was administered across three separate
systems. The systems, although specifically built for BMW, focussed largely on administration rather than
management, and provided a long list of limitations including, restrained functionality, time consuming manual tasks, limited integration, a lack of accountability and increasing proliferation of disparate spreadsheets
and applications. These limitations were severely restricting BMW managing the rapid growth of the State’s
infrastructure and complexity that was being experienced at the time.
BMW recognised the need to implement a modern, strategic solution that could overcome their existing limitations and position them with an approach that would scale across their entire organisation. After carefully
assessing the options available BMW selected Open Windows and began a long term engagement to implement Open Windows CONTRACTS, Open Windows PROJECTS and Open Windows Supplier Portal.

“It was about modernising, moving us forward – finding a system that would be flexible and
grow with the department’s strategic solutions”
Sharon Rodrigues, Assistant Manager Business Systems Analysis and Support, BMW
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Finding a Solution
The decision to implement Open Windows CONTRACTS and PROJECTS management solution was based
on the comprehensive ability to address BMW’s challenges outlined. Significant value was identified in key
capabilities that included:
•

Efficiency and compliance – the ability to centralise and streamline process and administration in a
compliant manner

•

Supplier payment management - automation of activities involved in payments to contractors
including variations, adjustments, claims and payment certification with external web based access
for contractors to manage relevant activities

•

Comprehensive financial project management – the ability to manage capital works project
estimating, budgeting, billing and view whole of project financial summaries

•

Business Intelligence – transformation of disparate data sources into one managed repository that
could enable comprehensive reporting to drive informed decision making

At a functional level other features that were identified for BMW included the ability to manage vacation
rules and authority delegation, automated project cash-flow and billing, project and contract health cards,
and tailored dashboards.

The Implementation
The implementation began with a highly collaborative approach between Open Windows and BMW. This
collaboration allowed the project team to effectively identify and work through early challenges arising from
cultural restraint and managing change. Whilst the old environment was evidently disparate and inefficient,
users and process owners struggled to recognise the broader organisational objectives, along with the direct
benefits to be achieved through implementation of a consolidated enterprise grade system.
Open Windows worked closely with BMW to constructively address these issues by identifying areas where
the implementation of workflows, role specific interfaces and mandatory processes would improve user and
owner outcomes, while ensuring the organisation’s objectives of increased compliance, control and efficiency
were directly achieved.

“Open Windows made it so much easier for BMW, when we needed support throughout the
implementation, there was always someone there to hold our hand”
Jenna McMahon, Project Manager, BMW

Impact and Outcomes
The impact of the project on BMW’s efficiency, compliance, supplier management and business intelligence
is dramatic.
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An external audit performed by KPMG, found that BMW achieved compliance and governance standards
through the implementation of process controls. These included mandatory workflows and integration with
the financial system which did not exist previously. Addressing these areas increased the line of accountability, control of information and mitigated the risk of error.

“We can finally turn around and say (to the auditors) yes we are doing that, so that’s a big
win for us”
Jenna McMahon, Project Manager, BMW

The implementation of the new system has had a significant impact on efficiency gains in the organisation.
Paul Moss, Acting Director Systems & Reporting, BMW highlights that “The automation of the project
datasheet, improved cash-flow functionality, automated client billing and automated payment claims
processing has largely replaced work undertaken by five full-time staff across two teams.” The project
registration process has also been streamlined by the use of recently introduced Custom Forms. When
combined, the annual recurrent savings from these sorts of enhancements can be significant.
Integration with the Oracle Financials including Project Accounting incorporating the Department of Finance
eliminated double entry of data enhancing the effective financial management of projects and enabling
‘whole of project’ approach to financial management.
Enhanced reporting functionalities and transformation of data into business intelligence enabled BMW to
manage a broader range of projects effectively, including strategic, high risk projects growing the value of the
organisation and lifting the focus from administration to effective management.
Relationships with suppliers and clients are now stronger through enhanced communication, management
and access. Numerous activities involved in supplier claims and payments are now automated such as,
variations, adjustments, approvals and payment certification. Contractors can easily access and manage their
own information, reducing the administration dramatically.
Post implementation reviews indicate a high rate of positive user satisfaction, confirming the success ‘on the
ground’ of the implementation and training programme.
The enhancements to business process made everything we do at BMW so much easier and more efficient’
Jenna McMahon, Project Manager, BMW. The outcomes that were achieved benefited not only the entire
business function, but also enhanced and redefined roles in terms of efficiency, accuracy and effective
decision making.
At a functional user level, the notable outcomes include:
•

Mandatory workflow processes ensure that employees comply with processes increasing
accountability and reducing training requirements

•

Automated interface with the financial system streamlines processes and eliminates the need for a
role facilitating the transition of data between two systems

•

Increasing focus on effective management rather than administration

•

Ability to report from centralised project records rather than maintaining disparate spreadsheets

•

A consolidated view of projects enables consolidated management and reduced errors

•

Vacation Rules provide an essential tool in maintaining business continuity
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BMW has made a five year commitment to Open Windows based on the successful implementation of
Open Windows CONTRACTS and Open Windows PROJECTS to the Infrastructure Delivery Division. The
length of this commitment is a direct reflection of the successful relationship that exists between BMW and
Open Windows.
Following this success BMW is now rolling out Open Windows capabilities to other divisions including
Maintenance and Regional Programs for procurement, capitalising on the extended value that will be
realised throughout the organisation. As part of this rollout additional Open Windows capabilities will
be implemented such as Preliminaries Module for tender and panel contracting, increased document
management and risk management.
Jenna McMahon puts the success and commitment down to ‘trust’ in the capabilities Open Windows
provides. Jenna states the point of difference with Open Windows compared to other solutions is when a
problem arises the answer is never ‘well that’s how the product works’ the response is always proactive and
focussed on an optimal solution that reflects the organisation’s objectives.
Paul Moss reinforces this view summarising that ‘Open Windows have demonstrated a willingness to work
with BMW in the delivery of enhancements. This flexibility in approach has been and remains greatly valued
by BMW.’

About Open Windows
Open Windows is one of Australia’s leading providers of modular procurement software which is used by
over 150 of the country’s largest organisations and government departments both in the cloud and on
premise.
Established over twenty years ago, Open Windows has lived the IT development curve and is now a Microsoft GOLD development partner and MS ‘Innovation Partner of the Year’ award winner.
Today, our leading edge integrated software solutions are helping our clients develop and manage critical
supply lines, complex tenders, large scale contracts and major projects worth billions of dollars.
For more customer stories visit openwindows.com.au/customer-stories
Phone 1300 73 90 73
info@openwindows.com.au
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